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A ground-breaking new "Décor map of the United Kingdom and Ireland" identifies the best cities in the UK
and Ireland to live for fans of each of various design styles – from retro to animals and geometric to
space.
It reflects data from nearly 200,000 purchases on the website Spoonflower (http://www.spoonflower.com),
which lets customers design, print and sell their own fabric, wallpaper and gift-wrap.
“Our decor map for the United Kingdom and Ireland shared interesting insight into the design tastes of
British and Irish cities,” says Allie Tate, Marketing Manager for Spoonflower’s European team.
Spoonflower designates as the "capital" of each design style the city where a higher share of customers
than anywhere else have purchased that style.
The findings of its study confirm some expectations, while confounding others. London, for example, is
capital of retro designs – highlighting the city's rich history and appreciation for timeless design.
It likewise makes sense that Bristol ranks top for Space designs given the presence of aerospace research
and initiatives in the city. Edinburgh shows its trendy side as being the watercolor capital of the
United Kingdom, while it’s neighboring city Glasgow shows preference for geometric designs.
The tradition of the world-famous Grand National horse race shows through in Liverpool as it takes the
title of Animal Capital. Birmingham, a city famous for innovation and creativity is a bit of a surprise
as the vintage capital. And Dublin rounds out our list as our community most interested in abstract
designs.
"Space" and "watercolor" are not traditional décor styles in the same sense as, say, retro or geometric,
but they qualify for Spoonflower’s map as niche décor categories which are scarcely available
elsewhere. Spoonflower is the world’s leading source of space fabric and wallpaper designs, with over
3,500 unique examples on offer for this theme alone.
For further information please contact: Allie Tate +49 174 3016034 marketingde@spoonflower.com
About Spoonflower
Spoonflower was founded in May 2008 by two Internet geeks, Gart Davis and Stephen Fraser, whose creative
wives asked why there wasn’t anywhere to design custom fabric for their home décor. The first company
of its kind, Spoonflower was launched in Durham, N.C., on that dream of empowering the individual to
create on-demand, custom-designed textiles. Eight years later, the Spoonflower community has grown to
over 3.5 million individuals. Spoonflower recently opened a location in Berlin, Germany to better serve
its growing European customer base. Spoonflower has been featured on thousands of DIY blogs and in
publications as diverse as Martha Stewart Living, BUST Magazine and The Wall Street Journal
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Methodology
Spoonflower crunched the data from nearly 200,000 recent purchases by its customers of custom fabric,
wallpaper and gift-wrap – and organised them under categories that each represented one design style.
In order to avoid the biggest cities topping the the rankings for each style simply due to having more
people, Spoonflower weighted the scores by calculating the number of customers for a particular in any
given city by the total number of Spoonflower customers in that city. That gave a better measure of the
popularity for each style in any city and identified the city where each style was most popular.
Visual credits
Space Fabric by Noble and Able, Party by Amy Walters, Vintage Floral 2 by Gail Myerscough, Tropical
Leaves on Pink by Ellas Place, Orange (on pink) by Ceri Gwen, Flora by Anna Deegan, Dog Treats by Ello
Design
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